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Precedence: DEADLINE PAST Date: 08/18/1998

To: FBI HEADQUARTERS Attn: HERU/JFK TASK FORCE
    CATHERINE LAMEY
    ROOM 11144

From: LAS VEGAS
    FOIPA SECTION
    Contact: COLLEEN BALLANTINE (702-366-7286)

Approved By: SCHUSTER NANCY L

Drafted By: BALLANTINE COLLEEN

Case ID #: 62-HQ-1029205 (Pending)

Title: JOHN F. KENNEDY RECORDS COLLECTION
       ACT OF 1992 (THE ACT)

Synopsis: Furnish Elsur search slips.

Administrative: Reference FBIHQ telephone call, 8/6/98.

Enclosures: Enclosed for FBIHQ is one copy of Elsur search
            slips. Also enclosed is the original of LV55-C
            for 4/10/62, which was located as a result of
            Elsur search.

Details: A search of Elsur indices located LV-C 69 for 3/22/62
         for John Kennedy. The original was previously
         sent to Brian Fields on 4/30/98. Also located
         was LV 72-C for 5/26/62, for President Kennedy.
         The original was previously sent to Catherine
         Lamey on 6/24/98. Also located was LV 55-C
         for 4/10/62 for President Kennedy. The original
         log is enclosed.
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